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Abstract
In this paper, methods of improving the design of network vulnerability assessment (VA) 
software with the Object Management Group’s (OMG) CORBA component architecture 
will be investigated.  Current COTS and open-source vulnerability assessment tools have no 
mechanism by which the rapid scanning of large pools of IP addresses can be distributed 
evenly and automatically across multiple systems.  Distributed VA tools typically require 
that users manually assign target IP addresses to each physical scanning device performing 
assessments.  Besides being prone to human error, this approach leads to scalability issues 
and limits the system’s ability to efficiently handle network or system problems.  The inher-
ent accessibility, latency, and bandwidth inconsistencies of IP networks cause some scanning 
devices to finish their queues and become idle, while others have many addresses left to 
scan.  If a scanning device fails, the static nature of this design prevents other scanning de-
vices from assuming more tasks to ensure all IP addresses are scanned in an efficient man-
ner.

By evenly distributing the vulnerability assessment tasks across multiple systems, these sorts 
of problems can be avoided.  Two improvements are investigated: reducing the size of the 
vulnerability assessment tasks handed off to scanners, and dynamically assigning tasks be-
tween available scanners.  The former is a simple change in the definition of a vulnerability 
assessment “task.”  The latter employs CORBA’s component architecture for more flexible 
and adaptable task distribution.

Overview
After a brief discussion of related research, a background on vulnerability assessment tools 
will be presented.  Current solutions, along with their shortcomings, will be analyzed.  The 
analysis of the state of vulnerability assessment tools comes from my own personal experi-
ence, which includes implementing and using a variety of solutions in large environments 
over the past four years.  Following this, CORBA will be discussed in brief, illustrating its 
strengths as a distributed component-based architecture and outlining its mechanics.  The 
two approaches to improving upon enterprise VA software are then discussed: re-defining 
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the concept of the scan “task”, followed by an in-depth discussion of the appropriate 
CORBA interface definition.

Enterprise-class vulnerability assessment software is very complex.  Analyzing the entire so-
lution, from the ground up, is not within the scope of this paper.  The reader should take 
away from this document an idea of how CORBA can be implemented in the design of a 
more effective enterprise-class vulnerability assessment product, not a finished vulnerability 
assessment solution.

R E L A T E D  W O R K S
An abundance of research has been done on vulnerability assessment, particularly relating to 
improving the accuracy of vulnerability identification methods and remote system 
identification.1  Likewise, significant research has been done on the use of CORBA in every-
thing from real-time systems [2] to multi-threaded applications [3] and network perform-
ance [4].  The foundation has been laid for some of the key components of a CORBA-
enabled, component-based vulnerability assessment solution; however, no public research on 
the topic was available as of the writing of this paper.

Background: Vulnerability Assessment

O V E R V I E W
Vulnerability Assessment software is designed to assist network and system administrators 
in identifying networked hosts vulnerable to compromise.  This makes identifying risk and 
prioritizing software updates much easier for administrators.  Typically, enterprise-class vul-
nerability assessment falls into one of two categories: host-based and network-based sys-
tems.  While host-based systems require software on each system that will be analyzed (re-
ferred to as targets in this paper), network-based vulnerability assessment software analyzes 
systems remotely.  A targeťs exposure is determined by its response to various network 
stimuli initiated by the system running VA scanning software, or scanner.  Host-based sys-
tems can provide more information on a target and tend to be more accurate; however, 
these systems have higher deployment and maintenance costs.  This paper will focus exclu-
sively on network-based vulnerability assessment software.

Key challenges to network-based vulnerability assessment software can be broken down into 
the following categories: scanning, storage, reliability, and dissemination.  The larger the envi-
ronment in which a vulnerability assessment solution is deployed, the more difficult meeting 
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these challenges becomes.  More networked hosts means a more heterogeneous pool of sys-
tems to scan and more time to scan all systems, more data to store in the database, and 
more individuals to whom data should be disseminated.  With all of these increased compli-
cations comes a higher likelihood of problems.  

C U R R E N T  S O L U T I O N S
Modern vulnerability assessment systems address challenges with a three-tier approach: a 
variable number of scanners that perform assessments, a database at the back-end, and an ap-
plication server in the middle to coordinate scans, interface with the database, and provide an 
interface through which users can administer and control the system.  More robust solutions 
allow the addition of any number of scanners, enabling parallel scanning of targets in larger 
environments. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between these components.

Fig. 1: The Three Tiers of  Current Vulnerability Assessment Solutions
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Database construction and maintenance are problems that have been researched and solved. 
 For this reason, vulnerability assessment solutions should (and nearly always do) use a data-
base provided by another vendor.  This permits designers to focus on the application-
specific problems presented by the design and maintenance of the scanners and middleware 
server.

U N R E S O L V E D  P R O B L E M S
Because databases are essentially a solved problem, the most significant outstanding issues 
in current vulnerability assessment solutions affect the two remaining tiers.  Specifically, 
problems in the accuracy & efficiency of scan results and reliability of the overall system re-
main outstanding.  The focus of this paper will be on the area in which proper implementa-
tion of component architecture such as CORBA can assist: improving the efficiency of scan 
results and reliability of the system.

Current industry-leading products divide the pool of hosts to be scanned amongst available 
scanners by IP address.  That means the smallest atomic task handed off to a scanner in-
cludes all vulnerability scans available for a single IP address.  These tasks are then assigned 
to scanners manually by administrators of the system.  This approach leads to an inflexible 
system that cannot adapt when problems occur.

In large, distributed networks, anomalies like latency and packet loss are a very real prob-
lem.  Also, older or very busy systems can respond slowly to queries by vulnerability assess-
ment scanners.  All of this entropy is magnified as the set of hosts to scan grows larger.  
Some scanners will take a longer time than expected to complete hosts in their queue as 
they are delayed waiting on slow hosts, while other scanners may experience less problems 
and complete their queues more quickly.  This leads to a situation where some scanners are 
idle, while others have yet to complete their queue, thus reducing the overall efficiency of 
the system (See Figure 2).  Reporting critical vulnerabilities to appropriate personnel is time-
sensitive, so these delays need to be minimized.
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Fig. 2: Slow Network causes Delay in Queue Completio$

Larger problems relating to the system’s inability to move scan tasks between scanners can 
occur if one of the scanners experiences a problem or becomes unavailable.  In this case, 
none of the scan tasks assigned to the problematic scanner will be executed, resulting in a 
gap in data.  Furthermore, adding to or removing from the pool of available scanners re-
quires significant maintenance, as IP’s need to be manually re-distributed.

P R O P O S E D  S O L U T I O N S
Quite obviously, re-designing the VA system to dynamically assign scan tasks to scanners 
based on availability would fix the problems introduced by latent scans and unavailable 
scanners.  Decreasing the size of each scan task would enhance these improvements by in-
creasing the speed and evenness with which the system could reassign tasks.
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Background: CORBA

O V E R V I E W
CORBA is the Common Object Request Broker Architecture, a component architecture de-
signed by the Object Management Group (OMG) as a specification for program interoper-
ability between networked hosts.  It was designed to be functionally similar to Microsofťs 
DCOM, Sun’s Java Beans, etc., but free of vendor dependencies.  There are two parts of the 
specification that are critical to this interoperability: the Interface Definition Language 
(IDL) and the underlying protocols GIOP and IIOP [4].  For two pieces of code to commu-
nicate using CORBA, they must use an identical IDL specifying the same input and output 
parameters in the proper order, as well as be able to use the common underlying protocols 
[5].

CORBA applications fall into one of two types: clients invoking operations on objects, and 
servers processing operations and returning the results.  In order for a CORBA application 
to function, all objects on the server that provide operations for clients to invoke must have 
an IDL defined2.  The same IDL is used by the client to invoke operations on objects, as 
well as the server to receive requests and return the results of the invoked operations.  
However, the details of how the operation is executed are hidden from the client; all it sees 
is the interface.  Figure 3 (labeled in the image as “Figure 1”) illustrates how these compo-
nents work together.  IDL Stub and IDL Skeleton are terminology used for the client and 
server sides of the IDL, respectively.  The Object Request Broker, or ORB, handles not only 
the delivery of the request from client to server, but also uniquely identifies the request so 
that the server invokes an operation on the proper object, not an object that has been pre-
viously requested on by another client (or another thread on the same client).
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Fig. 3: I%ustration of a Generic Object Request [5]

S I M P L E  E X A M P L E
The process of creating an IDL and invoking operations on an object with CORBA is best 
described by example.  The object that will be worked with will be a simple integer.  The cli-
ent will be allowed to set the integer value of the object (which resides on the server), and 
get the integer value of the object.  This is not a very useful example, but it illustrates all of 
the key functions necessary to implement and use CORBA.3

• First, the interface is defined.  The only functions necessary are to set and get the 
integer.
//someIntIDL.idl
interface someIntIDL {
 void set(in long i);
 long get();
};

• The object class must be defined as well.  However, this will only be seen by, and 
known to, the server.
//someInt.h
class someInt {
public:
 void set(int i);
 int get();
private:
 int x;
};

//someInt.cpp
#include "someInt.h"
void someInt::set(int i){
 x = i;
}
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int someInt::get(){
 return x;
}

• Now, the server is coded.  The object must be imported, as well as the IDL.
//server.cpp
#include "someInt.h"
#include "iostream.h"
void main() {

 // Initialize the CORBA ORB for our object requests.
 CORBA::ORB_var orb = CORBA::ORB_init();
 // Initialize the Basic Object Adapter (BOA).  This is a vanilla
 // Adapter design pattern that adapts from the servant programming
 // language (C++ here) to the Object Request Broker, or ORB. [8]
 CORBA::BOA_var boa = orb->BOA_init();
 
 // Create a new someInt object.
 someInt s;
 
 //Create the _tie version of someIntIDL to support delegation
 _tie_someIntIDL<someInt> tie_someInt(s, "someInt");
 
 // Export the newly created object.
 boa->obj_is_ready(&tie_someInt);
 cout << "someInt object is ready." << endl;
 
 // Announce server is ready to receive requests
 boa->impl_is_ready();
}

• Finally, the client is coded.  The IDL is still necessary, but the someInt object is un-
known to the client.
// client.cpp - client implementation
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
void main() {
 int x;
 
 //Initialize
 CORBA::ORB_var orb = CORBA::ORB_init();
 CORBA::BOA_var boa = orb->BOA_init();
 someIntIDL_var s;
 s = someIntIDL::_bind("someInt");
 while (1)
 {
  cout << "Enter value to set: ";
  cin >> x;
  cin.ignore();
  s->set(x);
  cout << "The value you set was: ";
  cout << s->get() << endl;
 }
}
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Application: Re-designing Vulnerability Assessment

D E F I N I N G  T H E  S C A N  T A S K
The smaller the scan task is, the more evenly it can be divided across scanners.  Currently, 
the smallest atomic scan task involves performing all vulnerability scans available on a single 
IP address.  Vulnerabilities of interest can number over 1,000.  This means, in essence, each 
atomic scan task carries with it over 1,000 different operations or queries before the task is 
complete.  This is a very large task to hand to the scanner.  The possibility also exists that 
the vulnerabilities scanned on one IP address could greatly outnumber the vulnerabilities 
scanned on another.  For instance, an old IBM AS/400 will have far fewer known vulner-
abilities than a Windows 95 computer.  Even assuming that scan tasks are automatically as-
signed to idle scanners, these two scans would not be evenly distributed.  The scans are only 
broken down by IP address, meaning the scanner that receives the request to scan a Win-
dows 95 computer will have a far larger task than the scanner that receives the request to 
scan the AS/400.  The “critical path,” or shortest period of time that data from both scans 
would be available, is the period of time one scanner needs to perform all scans of the larg-
est scan task.  Furthermore, if a third scanner were available, and these were the only two 
hosts being scanned, it would remain idle.

By re-defining the atomic scan task to be the pair of {IP Address, Vulnerability Check}, the 
problems in the previous example would be eliminated.  Tasks could be assigned to scanners 
as they become idle, and scanners would become idle more quickly, allowing for a more even 
distribution of scan tasks.

To compare the efficiency of the two approaches, assume T is the amount of time needed to 
complete any one scan.  Also assume that there are three scanners available, 10 vulnerabili-
ties to check on the AS/400 system, and 21 vulnerabilities on the Windows 95 system [9].4  
The amount of time required for all tasks to be completed with the old atomic scan task is 
21T, even though the AS/400 is finished after 10T.  With the re-defined scan task, the scan 
tasks are broken up evenly across all three scanners, and all data is available after (21T + 
10T)/3 = 10.33T.  This is a performance improvement of 50.8%.5
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C O R B A  I N T E R F A C E  D E F I N I T I O N
The heart of this document, of course, is employing CORBA in the design of vulnerability 
assessment software so as to improve efficiency, scalability, management, and error handling. 
 In CORBA terminology, the middleware server will act as the “client,” requesting scan ob-
jects from the scanners, which will act as “servers”  

It has been shown that one of the key components is the CORBA interface definition, and 
properly using the definition in the IDL Stub and IDL Skeleton.  The focus of this section 
will be on the interface definition and a simplified version of the IDL Stub and IDL Skele-
ton, building on the previous example.  The details of the software on the scanner are inten-
tionally omitted; it is assumed that this is a previously-solved problem.  The scanIDL listed 
below takes into account the new atomic scan task, defining requests as a single vulnerabil-
ity check against a single IP address.

//scanIDL.idl

// define O/S Types.  In reality, this would be a very, very long list.
enum os_t { Win95, WinNT, Win2k, WinXP, WinME, LINUX, AIX, AS400 };

// define IP protocol service types
enum ip_prot_t { tcp, udp };

// define scan result type
struct scanResult_t {
 // Is the host vulnerable?
 bool isVulnerable;
! // What was the host’s response?  This helps in troubleshooting.
 char *hostResponse;
};

interface scanIDL {
 // Set atomic scan task of {IP, vulnerability scan}
 void set(in long ip, in short vuln_index_number);

 // Get O/S type
 os_t get_os();

 // Get running services, for either tcp or udp ports
 *short get_services();

 // Scan host for a single vulnerability
 scanResult_t scan_vuln();
 
};

Two interfaces  that need to be provided to the server’s scan object (not mentioned previ-
ously) are get_os and get_services.  These two tasks are necessary for the client to determine 
which scans to run against a particular host, and are functionally quite different from prob-
ing a single vulnerability.  As can be inferred from the IDL, each of these is treated as a sin-
gle scan task.  Also note that the list of operating system types in the IDL is abbreviated.  
An accurate listing of all OS types and subtypes would be quite lengthy, and specific to what 
the scanner has the capability to detect.  The return value for get_services is an array of inte-
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gers.  Each integer will represent a TCP or UDP port that has been identified by the scan-
ner as providing a listening “service” (TCP port 80 on an web server, for example).  Note 
that the vulnerability status is returned by scan_vuln, along with the hosťs response that 
caused the scanner to set or unset the isVulnerable booelan.  Often, this information is 
needed by users to identify incorrectly-reported vulnerabilities, or other troubleshooting 
purposes.  The vuln_index_number parameter assumes that the client and server both have 
identical, indexed lists of all vulnerability checks available.

The server will only discussed insofar as its interface with the CORBA ORB.  As a result, 
the server implementation has been significantly over-simplified.  In the code below, is as-
sumed that the scan_functions.h class contains C++-equivalent definitions of the types os_t, 
ip_prot_t, and scanResult_t used in the IDL, as well as the functions get_os, get_services, and 
scan_vuln.  It is also assumed that the scan object type is scan_t.

//server.cpp
// Scanner “server” providing scan functions

// include the functions already written to handle the logistics of scanning
#include scan_functions.h

int main() {
 // Initialize the CORBA ORB
 CORBA::ORB_var orb = CORBA::ORB_init();
 // Initialize the BOA
 CORBA::BOA_var boa = orb->BOA_init();

 scan_t scans;

 //Create the _tie version of scanIDL to support delegation
 _tie_scanIDL<scan_t> tie_scanIDL(scans, "scan_t");
 
 // Export the newly created object.
 boa->obj_is_ready(&tie_scanIDL);
 
 // Announce server is ready to receive requests
 boa->impl_is_ready();
}

All that happens in this piece of code is that the object scan_t, which contains all functions 
necessary for performing a single vulnerability scan on a single IP address, is made available to 
the ORB via the BOA.  The client will also be based on the previous example.

// client.cpp
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

void main() {

 struct scanResult_t {
  short isVuln;
  char *result;
 } result;
 
 int ip;
 int vuln_check;
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 //Initialize
 CORBA::ORB_var orb = CORBA::ORB_init();
 CORBA::BOA_var boa = orb->BOA_init();
 scanIDL_var scanner;
 scanner = scanIDL::_bind("scan_t");
 while (1)
 {
  cout << "Enter IP Address to scan";
! ! // Note that “IP” isn’t in dotted decimal notation, but rather
  // in integer notation.
  cin >> ip;
! ! cout << “Enter vulnerability to scan for”;
  cin >> vuln;
  scanner->set(ip, vuln);
  result=scanner->scan_vuln();
! ! if (result.isVuln) { cout << “This host is vulnerable!”; }
! ! else { cout << “This host is not vulnerable!”; }
 }
}

This sample code shows a client serially requesting scans against for a specific vulnerability 
on a single IP addresses: the new atomic scan task.  The user is prompted for an IP address, 
in integer notation, as well as an index for a vulnerability.  Obviously, many assumptions are 
made here and this is not a very practical implementation.

B U I L D I N G  I N  M U L T I T H R E A D I N G
In the most recent example using CORBA to open scan objects to clients, only one scan is 
requested at a time by the client, and only one scan object is made available at a time by the 
server.  To take full advantage and justify the use of CORBA, the application should be de-
signed to accommodate multiple threads at the client and server sides.  The client should be 
able to request scan objects until all threads on all servers are consumed, maximizing scan 
efficiency.  CORBA’s mechanisms for multithreading will be discussed here, but not imple-
mented, as multithreaded CORBA application design is a very complex topic in and of itself.

The Basic Object Adapter (BOA) used in examples thus far was designed as an adapter for 
C, and is not an effective adapter for C++.  A more robust adapter, called the Portable Object 
Adapter, has been developed that includes the interfaces with C++ needed for multithread-
ing (POA) [8, p.22].  This adapter should be used when designing more complex applications 
such as the vulnerability assessment application discussed here.

A POA on the target object - that is, the object on the server - is created with a particular 
threading policy.  Enabling multithreading for the scanner involves creating the POA with 
the ORB_CTRL_MODEL threading policy.  The requests for scan objects from the client 
will be relatively infrequent and long-running, making a thread-per-request model an ideal 
approach in implementing the POA.  In this model, each incoming request to the server 
gets its own thread.  When the maximum number of threads for the server has been 
reached, an exception can be thrown to let the client know that it should wait for some 
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other scans to complete before it requests another scan object [8, p. 975-976].  As more 
“servers” (or, in the case of our specific application, scanners) are added, the thread pool in-
creases, and so does parallelism, decreasing the total runtime for all scans as shown earlier.

T H E  F I N A L  P R O D U C T
With the scan task redesigned for automatic, dynamic delegation to a scanner by the mid-
dleware server, middleware and scanner software re-designed to use CORBA for requesting 
scan objects, and multithreading implemented so that scans run concurrently on scanners 
upon request from the middleware, the vulnerability assessment system effectively uses all 
of its available resources to process queues of scan tasks (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4: How the re-designed system adapts automatica%y to a latency issu(

In situations where scanners are unavailable, the client requesting scans isn’t affected other 
than receiving thrown exceptions after fewer scan objects have been requested by the POA.  
The ORB handles the communication from client to the available servers, so when one goes 
offline, requests are simply not routed to it.  Similarly, when scanners are added, the only dif-
ference seen by the client is the capability to request more scan objects before an exception 
is thrown.  The solution is elegant and adaptable.
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Conclusion
Current enterprise-class, network-based vulnerability assessment software contains a fun-
damental design flaw that limits its flexibility and can cause serious delays in obtaining time-
critical information on vulnerable networked hosts.  A carefully-specified CORBA interface 
definition and implementation, combined with a slight modification of the tasks handed to 
scanners, can address this shortcoming in its entirety by dynamically distributing scan tasks 
to available and functional scanners.  Further research is necessary to validate such a change 
would not adversely impact other critical components of the system, and that all other re-
quirements of vulnerability assessment software are met.  Other changes would be required 
of the middleware, including rewriting procedures related to the assembly and storage of the 
scan results.  Integrating this work with previous research on efficiently multithreading 
CORBA applications would yield a strong base from which effective solutions could be de-
rived.
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